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In the following five papers, I investigate how the expanding notion of photographic commu-
nication impacts how researchers understand photographic practices:

Paper 1: 
Meta-Photographic Curations: Conceptual Art as a Lens for a Medium in flux

Paper 2: 
the Bereavement Project: Picturing time and Loss through Photographs in the Landscape 
of new Media

Paper 3: 
Visual Remediations on Instagram: The Selfies of a Micro Pop Star

Paper 4: 
The Photographed Gift: Relief Efforts and Social Media

Paper 5: 
Making Social Photography: Sophie in nepal
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Through five papers that explore social photography, the contribution of this study 
to media studies is twofold:

a. to present categories for understanding social photographic practices in flux
b.  to develop the use of ‘making’ in media studies as an approach for studying 

photographic practices along an offline/online continuum in the context of social 
media.

Photographic practices change shape, opacity and direction like waves. the mutability of 
the practices--from the Snapshot to a Snapchat--challenge the notion of a fixed ontology of 
photography by the very nature of their flux. The transformation of analogue to digital materials 
was just the first tide in the shifting of digital processes. Just after photography transitioned 
from wet and precious to dry and coded materials, photography practices transformed 
around social media. this study examines social photographic practices within media stu-
dies, particularly around the convergence of the camera with the phone and social media.

the character of social media platforms impacts the details of photographic communication. 
Synchronous image exchange changes asynchronous photographic practices. emerging 
forms of collaboration, commenting and sharing across physical space alters how images 
are made.
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